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How does what we wear have anything to do with spiritual progress?
Everything we do is part of the path of Tantric Yoga. Everything means everything.
Everything vibrates.
Every vibration with which your subtle body comes into contact can effect it.
Things either vibrate faster or slower than you, or at the same rate. Which kind of

things do you want to put next to your physical and subtle (energy) bodies?

What does what you wear effect?
How other people perceive you – and hence how they treat you
How you feel about yourself
What you are mentally prepared for – we feel more “business like” dressed in

business clothes and hence can be more “tight”, more focused, more successful.
It embodies and reinforces a specific view of the world and yourself
Everything vibrates so clothes vibrate too – and enormously effects your subtle body

Your subtle body:
Your energy body interacts with your clothes from when you put them on until when

you take them off.
Higher vibe clothes reinforce your highest energy; a lower vibe can bring it down.

Your clothes can increase or diminish the amount of energy in your physical body.
Note: your subtle body is not a snob and doesn’t care what other people think in “that

way”. It just knows what feels “correct” and keeps it “happiest”.
Your subtle body is made up of Light. It is relatively refined compared with the

physical world. Paying attention to your subtle physical body, and to refinement in
the energies of things around us – including clothes, but also food, cosmetics, the
neighborhood in which we live, the car we drive, etc. – helps refine your attention.
A more refined attention makes it easier for you to travel into the planes of Light.

Money and clothes and vibratory quality:
There can be a definite relationship between cost and quality; we know that

intuitively and from experience
There are also times/places where that perception is used against us – i.e. price

gouging, snobbery, lower quality – and there are times when “bargains” can be found
You learn which shops – what times of day and when in the “seasons” – to shop at.
Even one item with a high vibe can impact us – starting a “positive snowball” effect
Wearing only clean, neat clothes and keeping closets organized – keeps up the vibe
Putting old clothes on re-introduces the energy of that previous time into our subtle

body, and hence our perceptions. New clothes make us explorers
As we progress, our subtle body gets more refined, so we keep refining our clothes

How can you tell?
You touch it and you feel lighter, more refined; things look sharper; you feel stillness

and maybe you even stand up a little bit more and feel energized, more powerful.
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Additional tips (gathered from FB question)
They always notice the shoes.
Buy quality (not quantity). One of the best things I ever did with respect to wardrobe

was to get my colors done. What looks good on the rack may look great on someone
else... but not necessarily be flattering on you. Very worthwhile.

Wear them for more than just interviews so that you are comfortable in them - just
obviously make sure they are clean and pressed when you wear them. Definitely
quality is a priority - also stay on the more conservative side for most businesses.
Particularly the first time you are going to meet them. Bright yellows and even some
reds may look good on you - but they will usually stand out against the general
business community. And remember - you can always take off a jacket if you are over
dressed but it's much harder to make one appear out of thin air if you didn't bring it

There are two books I’d recommend for guys to check out from the library: “Details
Men's Style Manual: The Ultimate Guide for Making Your Clothes Work for You”
by Daniel Peres and the editors of Details magazine “Dressing the Man: Mastering
the Art of Permanent Fashion” by Alan J. Flusser

Magazines that are good for tips on punching up a wardrobe: Men’s Health, Men’s
Fitness, Details, Men’s Journal, GQ.

Try things on-what looks great on the model (the mannequin or the hot guy next
door) may not look good on you (take it from me). If it doesn’t make you look
amazing-don’t buy it. If it does, buy 2 if you can.

Start small. One great shirt, one great pair of pants, one slammin’ pair of shoes can
make an enormous difference in an entire wardrobe.

When you find something that looks great-stick with it. A cut of shirt that works, a
look that makes you look good and feel confident-buy those items and wear them-a
lot.

No need to spend billions. TJMaxx, Marshal’s, Filene’s Basement, Barney’s
Warehouse sale: good stuff can be found there without spending a mint.

Find a good tailor (NYC if full of ‘em). Off the rack is not for everyone (take that
from me-big time). Spending $20 to get a shirt to fit really well, or a pair of pant to
hang just so is worth the money.

...and remember to wear your sexiest power panties!
The way that you dress " demonstrates the impeccability of your spirit. It is the guise

through which the world evaluates and views you"... "It's a statement that you make,
quite loudly,.... and every person projects energy towards you based upon the way
you've dressed..." Rama, Insights: Talks on the Nature of Existence, Dress for Power

Rama said natural fabric (silk, wool, cotton - I say organic) over unnatural fabric,
though polyester now mingles with so many other fabrics. If you're trying clothes on,
how do you feel once you have them on?

Buy clothes on the basis of vibration, or color, or seeing ... not because it's on sale, or
a real deal. Spend time, and give it care.


